Making Green and Red Choices

When I'm at school I make choices.

I am proud of you!

I can make choices that make my teacher and my parents happy and proud of me.

I can make choices that make my teacher and parents sad.

A choice that makes my teacher and parents happy is called a green choice. Some green choices are:
Following directions.

Sitting quietly.

Doing my schoolwork.

Using kind words.

Keeping my hands and feet to myself.
Politely asking for a short break when I feel like I am getting angry or frustrated.

When I make green choices, my teacher and parents are happy and everybody has a good day.

If I make 3 good choices in a row, my teacher will send a green note home and my parents will be proud of me.

A choice that makes my teacher and parents sad is called a red choice. Some red choices are:
Throwing things.

Hitting the desk

Refusing to do work

Picking up my desk.

Hurting others.
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If I make 3 red choices in a row my teacher will call home and my parents will be upset with me. When I make red choices, my day will be bad.

Everyone is happy when I make green choices. When I make green choices, my day will be good.